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Inspired by research showing a shift towards younger professionals entering the events industry, 

QHotels launched the Event Profs Panel, bringing bookers and organisers with less than five years’ 
experience together, to help shape the future of the industry.  

In the first of a series of round-table events, panel members from 10 companies across the UK 
shared their opinions on the industry’s big issues, which QHotels hopes will now encourage wider 
discussion and debate across the industry.

Two events were held at QHotels’ The Stratford – one for events agency profs and the other for 
corporate in-house event profs.

Our first Event Profs Panel roundtable report explored our panel’s views on 
careers in events, from tackling perception issues to retaining and developing 
talent.  In the second report in the series, we’re sharing their opinions on 
technology and sustainability in the industry.

THE ROUND TABLES

“I’m heading up a new, young team so 
it’s important for me to be involved to 
discuss how we want to shape  
the industry.” 

Bethany Matthewson,
Venues Team Manager at Absolute Corporate Events

“I organise approximately 50 events 
per year and three major conferences. 
As a marketer rather than an events 
specialist, being able to organise and 
host an event has been expected of 
me in my career to date. I’ve never had 
any formal training so this is a great 
chance to meet and learn from people 
in the industry, share experiences and  
challenges and identify opportunities to 
collaborate in the future.”

Christopher Whelan, PwC
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TECHNOLOGY

Our Event Profs Panel had some interesting opinions when it came to both technology and 
sustainability – discussing how it’s perceived within the industry, how it’s being used and how 
it could develop.

“Technology is really important when 
you’ve got delegates from all over  
the world.” 

Barbara Vode,  Porterhouse Medical Ltd

NEW TEChNOlOgIEs MusT BE INTrINsIC 
TO EVENTs ANd NOT jusT A gIMMICk

 Surprisingly, technology proved to be less of an immediate 
priority than expected amongst both agency and corporate 
panel members. 

Whilst it was agreed access to technology was a huge benefit 
– particularly those running international events with delegates 
from across the world – panel members agreed that using 
emerging technologies often had little real value at events.

New technology such as such as Virtual Reality (VR) and 

live streaming tend to go down well according to the panel, 
but unless they have a specific role at an event, or perform 
a necessary task, they remain a side show. Until emerging 
technologies become mainstream and part of delegates’ 
everyday life, it’s thought they will struggle to have a role  
at events.  

“When technologies become the norm, 
that’s when we’ll see it in events.”

Chloe hampton, First Choice Conference & Events

THE BARRIERS EVENT ORGANISERS  
STILL FACE

Whilst technology has rapidly improved in recent years,  
there was still felt to be an inherent risk in using new, 

innovative systems.

Panel members also explained that cost, reliability and lack of 
customisable options act as barriers when it comes to using 
and adopting new technologies at events. 
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TECHNOLOGY

The panel agreed that delegates and organisers expect 

event apps to be in use at large-scale events, particularly for 
areas such as registration, sharing agendas and personalising 

itineraries.  The panel also highlighted that whilst they are 

of huge value at large-scale events, apps aren’t without their 
problems.  The variety of handsets and devices available 
means that the experience of using an app is not consistent 
from one delegate to another.  

Of the six agency panel members, all agreed that clients are 
the drivers when it comes to incorporating technology into 
events – the client has got to want a specific technology, to 
invest in it.  Therefore, emerging technologies such as AR 
and VR, will remain a ‘nice to have’ until corporates are more 
familiar with it or confident that it adds value.   

“We’ve had one 
international 
event where the 
technology failed 
and as a result 
impacted the 
entire afternoon”
Barbara Vode,  
Porterhouse Medical Ltd

ThE ExPECTATION frOM VENuEs

The minimum expectation of venues was felt to have changed 
significantly in recent years, with reliable, ‘ready-to-go’ AV 
technology and connectivity being a minimum requirement 
rather than an additional service. 

“Minimum expectations have changed so 
much in recent years. Technology needs 
to be ready to go, that’s a given.”
Chloe hampton, First Choice Conference & Events

“The issue with event apps is that not 
everyone can or will download it and 
therefore, you have to cater for them  
as well, which means you have to ask  
the question, is it worth it?”
jenni joynt, Hilti GB

For panel members, this included HD projection and enough 
bandwidth capacity, without any additional charges. 

The potential for technology to enhance the venue booking 

experience was recognised. It was thought that live streaming 
and VR could quickly become an expectation amongst time-
precious event bookers and organisers, as an alternative 

to familiarisation trips.  Both agency and corporate panel 
members saw the benefit of online tours to help in the initial 
venue finding process.

 “Wi-fi is key for venues and should be 
provided.  I’m always shocked if you have 
to pay for it and actually think it’s funny 
when I read ‘Wi-fi is included’ in venue 
marketing materials.”   

hannah hodges, Gorkana
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SUSTAINABILITY

“I would have to fight to get a venue 
based on its sustainability credentials 
over price or payment terms.”

jenni joynt, Hilti GB

SUSTAINABILITY AND ITS INFLUENCE 
ON EVENTS

Whilst the importance of sustainability has grown over the 
last 10 years and panel members’ own organisations have 
strong CSR policies, the impact of sustainability on events 
and venue selection was felt to be minimal. 

“We look at sustainability internally, but 
when we’re considering event venues it’s 
something that’s sometimes overlooked.” 

jenni joynt, Hilti GB

“sustainability is still a ‘nice to have’ for 
many people in our industry.”

Chris Whelan, PwC

Panel members explained that CSR credentials are viewed as 
a ‘nice to have’ with cost, additional benefits and value-added 
services all felt to take greater priority.  
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The roundtable events raised a number of 
interesting discussions and challenges around 

technology and sustainability:

•    Why is event technology not keeping pace with 
other sectors?

•    Whose responsibility is it to integrate 
technology into events? 

•    Whose responsibility is it to drive sustainability 
up the agenda for events?

•    Should leaders be doing more to promote 
sustainability within the events industry?

ThE ATTENdEE lINE-uP

Agency and corporate round-table events were attended by: 

•    Chloe hampton, First Choice Conference & Events 

•    hannah hodges, Gorkana

•    sophie holtom, ArrangeMy
•    jenni joynt, Hilti GB
•    Bethany Matthewson, Absolute Corporate Events
•    Maninder sahota, Compleat Conference Company
•    Chris smith, DonaldsonDavis ltd

•    lizzie Thomas, Brief2Event
•    Barbara Vode, Porterhouse Medical ltd
•    Christopher Whelan, PwC

•    Carol hornblower, QHotels

•    kathleen Edwards, QHotels

•    Claire rowland, QHotels

This is the second report in a series of roundtable findings, the first covering careers in events and with the next discussing 
compliance and duty of care.  All reports can be found at QHotels.co.uk/EventProfsPanel. 

CONCLUSIONS

Join the debate on Twitter and share your views on the big questions above by tweeting  
@Qhotels with #EventProfsPanel




